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Abstract 

     We employ a simple effective nucleon-nucleon interaction for sd-shell 

model calculations derived from the Reid soft-core potential folded with 

two-body correlation functions which take account of the strong short-range 

repulsion and large tensor component in the Reid force. Shell model 

calculations for ground and low lying energy states of neutron rich oxygen 

isotopes 
18-28

O are performed using OXBASH code. Generally, this 

interaction predicts correct ordering of levels, yields reasonable energies for 

ground states of considered isotopes and predicts very well the newly 

observed excitation energy of   in 
26

O. Besides, it produces 

reasonable energy spectra for 
23-27

O and compressed energy spectra for 
18-

22
O isotopes. This is mainly due entirely to defects in the  diagonal 

matrix elements of employed interaction. To improve the present 

calculations, we modify the interaction through replacing the 14 diagonal 

matrix elements of  with those of the USD interaction. Mostly, our 

modified interaction predicts well the ordering of levels, the ground state 

energies and low lying energy spectra for all selected oxygen isotopes. The 

modified interaction confirms the location of the neutron drip line at  

and also identifies the presence of the shell gap at  and  which 

proves the doubly magic behavior of 
22

O and 
24

O. The spins in 
24

O of 

several excitation energies around 7.5 MeV are predicted by our 

interactions. The calculated results obtained with the modified interaction 

are very close to those obtained with the empirical interactions of USDB 

and WPN. 
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-18سجين. حسابات أنموذج القشرة لمحالات الارضية والمتهيجة الواطئة لنظائر الاوكRiedالطويمة في قوة 

28O  بأستخدام البرنامج  الغنية بالنيوترونات أجريتOXBASH عموما" هذا التفاعل يتوقع تسمسل صحيح .
قيد الدراسة. وكذلك يتوقع تطابق ممتاز  الارضية لمنظائرلممستويات ويعطي تطابق مقبول لطاقات الحالات 

الى جانب ذلك هذا التفاعل حقق تطابق  .26Oنواة حديثا" في  المكتشف  لمستوى الطاقة 
ان سبب ذلك يعود الى . 22O-18 لمنظائر ومظغوط نسبيا" 27O-23 لأطياف  الطاقة   بالنسبة  لمنظائر مقبول

لمصفوفة هذا التفاعل. ولتحسين الحسابات تم تعديل هذا التفاعل  T=1عيوب في العناصر القطرية التي لها 
. غالبا USDمع تمك الموجودة بتفاعل  T=1)عناصر القطرية لمصفوفة التفاعل )لها من خلال استبدال ال

التفاعل المعدل يتوقع تسمسلات جيدة لممستويات وكذاك يتوقع نتائج جيدة لطاقات الحالات الارضية والمتهيجة 
 N=16ترونات عند . ان التفاعل المعدل يؤكد بأن خط تقطير النيو ة لكل نظائر الاوكسجين قيد الدراسةالواطئ

هي نوى  24Oو 22Oوالتي تؤيد بأن النوى  N=16و  N=14وكذلك اثبت بأنه هنالك فجوة لمقشرة النووية عند 
تم حسابها بأستخدام  MeV 7.5سحرية مضاعفة. الزخم الزواي لمحالات المتهيجة القريبة من الطاقة 

 .المعدل والغير معدل التفاعلان
 

Introduction 

     The nuclear shell model is the basis on which our understanding of nuclei is built. Today, one of 

the most significant difficulties in nuclear structure is to realize how shell structure varies with 

neutron-to proton ratio in the nuclear chart. Shell structure effects on positions of the neutron and 

proton drip lines and the stability of atomic nuclei. An essential feature of the shell structures in all 

nuclei is the existence of gaps in the single-particle spectra. The magic numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 

and 126 connected with the filling of the nucleon orbitals up to the shell gaps in nuclei near stability 

are well established [1]. For nuclei away from stability the shell gaps can change as in 
22

O and 
24

O 

isotopes. Neutron-rich oxygen isotopes are essentially exciting nuclei because of the following 

reasons: First, the nuclei 
22

O and 
24

O reveal double magic property at the neutron numbers  

and  respectively [2–4]. Second, oxygen is the densest element for which the neutron drip line 

is recognized experimentally. The latest experimental investigations [5, 6] demonstrate obviously that 

the nuclei 
25

O and 
26

O are unbound, consequently making 
24

O the most neutron-rich bound isotope of 

oxygen. The spectroscopy of the drip line nucleus 
24

O was investigated in the experiment [7]. One of 

the significant results of this investigation is a state with an unidentified spin and parity at 

approximately 7.5 MeV of excitation energy. Theoretical researches in this area of the nuclear chart 

are challenging [8–10]. Volya and Zelevinsky [8] utilized an empirical two-body interaction (above 

the core of 
16

O) and involved the particle continuum in their shell model evaluation of neutron-rich 

oxygen isotopes. Otsuka et al. [10] involved three-nucleon forces (3NFs) through the sd-shell model 

(taking 
16

O as an inert core with empirical single-particle energies) and noticed that three-body forces 

produce 
24

O at the neutron drip line. The ab initio calculations of neutron-rich oxygen isotopes by 

Hagen et al. [9] used microscopic interactions from chiral effective field theory [11], had no core, but 

were limited to nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions.  

     In the present work, a simple effective nucleon-nucleon interaction [12] for sd-shell model 

calculations is used. This interaction (denoted by I1) was derived from the Reid soft-core potential 

[13] folded with two-body correlation functions which take account of the strong short-range 

repulsion and large tensor component in the Reid force. In general, I1 interaction expects right 

sequence of energy levels, provides reasonable energies for ground states of considered nuclei and 

predicts very well the recently observed excitation energy of  in 
26

O. Also, it produces reasonable 

energy spectra for 
23-27

O isotopes and compressed energy spectra for 
18-22

O isotopes. This is essentially 

attributed to the weakness of the  diagonal matrix elements of our I1 interaction. To improve the 

calculations, the interaction I1 is modified through replacing the 14 diagonal matrix elements of  

with those of the USD interaction [14]. The predicted properties with this modified interaction 

(denoted by I2) for new magic nuclei that have been observed in the neutron-rich oxygen isotopes 

( ) out to the neutron drip line at neutron number  are discussed. Furthermore, the spins 

in 
24

O of several excitation energies around 7.5 MeV are predicted and consequently shed light on the 
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experiment [7]. It is found that the calculated results achieved with our I2 interaction, which are in 

very good agreement with experiment, are very close to those obtained with the empirical interactions 

of WPN [14] and USDB [15]. 

Formalism 
     Our method [12] to the problem of effective operators for shell model calculations included two 

steps. In the first step the bare operator must be expressed in the rest frame of the nucleus and can be 

formulated as 

 
     where  is the relative momentum,  is the total mass of the 

nucleus (  is mass of the neutron) and  is chosen to be the Reid soft-core potential. The second 

step is to consider a set of trial variational wave functions 

 
     where  are the usual shell model basis states and  is a correlation function designed to 

accommodate those correlations which cannot be described by the shell model configuration mixing. 

A complete set of effective shell model operators is then defined by [16] 

 
     This in fact is a many-body operator and it would be extremely unreasonable to work therefore it is 

customary to make a cluster expansion of  to get a set of two body effective operators  In 

the case of the operator of eq. (1) [12] 

 
where  are two body correlation operators and 𝜆 is summed over two body channels. 

     From the analysis of the nuclear matter saturation problem [16] it is obvious that the correlation 

operators have to take two features into account: 

(a) The short-range exclusion effect formed by the repulsive core of the bare N-N interaction. The 

core has a very short range (~ 0.4 fm) and the wound that it initiates in the nuclear wave function is a 

property of the potential rather than the specific environment that the nucleon finds itself in. 

Therefore, if  is limited to characterizing this short-range effect, leaving the shell model 

configuration mixing to account for longer-range correlations, two advantages can be gained. Being 

short ranged, any cluster expansion will rapidly converge and the two-body approximation for  of 

eq. (4) can be justified. Moreover, the wound will be independent of mass, i.e. of the nucleus being 

considered. 

(b) The strong correlations initiated by the tensor force component in  These correlations are of 

longer range and may be expected to reveal mass dependence. 

     Irvine et al. [17] introduced the simple parameterization 

 
where  has the form 

 
with  fm and  fm

-2
, and represents the short-range repulsion of (a).  is the usual 

tensor operator and the strength of tensor correlations of (b) is measured by , where  

for 
3
S1-

3
D1. We shall hereafter drop the label . The magnitude of  was determined [16] by 

fitting it to the ground state binding energies of 
4
He and 

16
O calculated in the closed shell 

approximation with oscillator wave functions chosen to give the correct root mean square radii, and to 

a Hartree-Fock calculation for nuclear matter. The result was a monotonically decreasing function 

with ,   and . In the p-shell analysis the interpolation between 
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 and  was made by fitting the ground state binding energy of the most stable isobar for 

each value of . 

     The traditional method to the nuclear shell model is to select a single-particle basis and separate it 

into an inert set of core states and active valence states. The core states basically donate a constant  

to the absolute binding energy and the relative energy spectrum is established by diagonalizing the 

Hamiltonian matrix [12] 

 
with  

 
 

     where the representation is that  and  are shell model configurations of active nucleons in 

the valence space and the  assists to remind us that with a two-body interaction the 

configuration  can differ from  at most by the movement of two-particles. In eq. (7) only valence 

orbit labels are summed over. 

Results and discussion 

     The elementary input to a nuclear shell model calculation consists of a set of single particle 

energies and two body interaction matrix elements (2bme’s). The 2bme’s for sd-shell nuclei consist of 

63 matrix elements with 28 diagonals (14 with  and 14 with ) and 35 off-diagonal (19 

with  and 16 with ). Shell model calculations for neutron rich 
18-28

O nuclei in the sd-shell 

are performed using OXBASH code [18]. Our interaction 2bme’s of I1 and I2 designated for the sd-

shell nuclei are used in the present calculations together with the empirical single-particle energies of 

the USD interaction [14], namely: -3.9477999, -3.1635399 and 1.6465800 MeV for 

 respectively. The sd-shell neutron rich oxygen isotopes are assumed to have an 

inert closed shell core of 
16

O and (A-16) outer valence neutrons move in the 0d5/2, 1s1/2 and 0d3/2 

orbitals. The orbitals are labeled by (n, l, j), where n is the number of times the radial wave function 

crosses zero, l is the orbital angular momentum, and j is the total (orbital plus spin) angular momen 

 

 

Figure 1- Single neutron separation energies for the oxygen isotopes as a function of the neutron 

number. Black circles are the experimental values taken from [19]. Green triangles and Red squares 

are, correspondingly, those obtained with: (a) our I1 and I2, (b) USDB and WPN, and (c) MSDI and 

KUOSD interactions. 

 

     Figure-1 displays the single neutron separation energies for the oxygen isotopes (the smallest 

amount of energy needed to liberate one neutron). The experimental values [19], displayed as black 

circles, exhibit the usual odd-even fluctuation related with the pairing interaction between neutrons. It 
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is evident from the experimental values that the nucleus with  is the last bound nuclei in 

neutron-rich side of oxygen isotopes. Away from  the nuclei are outside the drip line (i.e., 

unbound nuclei) and the neutron separation energy is sudden drop from a positive value for  to 

a negative value for  The experimental values for the neutron separation energy are 

compared with those of our I1 [12] and present modified I2 interactions (Figure-1(a)), empirical 

interactions of WPN [14] and USDB [15] (Figure-1(b)) and theoretical interactions of MSDI [20] and 

KUOSD [21] (Figure-1(c)). The predicted results of our I1 interaction (denoted by green triangles) fail 

to reproduce the drip line at  and also fail to give a negative value for  However, 

an improved result can be obtained when we modify I1 interaction via replacing the 14 diagonal 

matrix elements of  with those of the USD interaction [14]. The results of this I2 interaction 

(denoted by red squares) show a good agreement with experiment.  

     Besides, the neutron drip line is now located at  in agreement with experiment. The 

discrepancies in I1 interaction [12] are then due entirely to defects in the diagonal  matrix 

elements. In Figure-1(b), the agreement with experiment is good for WPN and USDB with the 

neutron drip line at . In Figure-1(c), the drip line is extended to  (with the MSDI) and 

(with the KUOSD), which is in disagreement with experiment. It is so clear from this figure 

that our improved interaction (red squares in Figure-1(a)) gives results very close to those of empirical 

interactions Figure-1(b). 

 

 

 

Figure 2- Two neutron separation energies for the oxygen isotopes as a function of the neutron 

number. Black circles are the experimental values taken from [19]. Green triangles and Red squares 

are, correspondingly, those obtained with: (a) our I1 and I2, (b) USDB and WPN, and (c) MSDI and 

KUOSD interactions. 

 

     Figure-2 demonstrates the two neutron separation energies for the oxygen isotopes (the minimum 

amount of energy required to release two neutrons). The experimental values [19], displayed as black 

circles, give the evidence that both 
26

O and 
28

O are unbound by 0.5 and 1.99 MeV, respectively. In 

Figure-2(a), our I1 interaction predicts both 
26

O and 
28

O to be bound by  and  MeV, 

respectively (which is in disagreement with experiment) while our I2 interaction predicts 
26

O to be 

bound by  MeV (which is in disagreement with experiment) and 
28

O to be unbound by  

MeV (which is in agreement with experiment). In Figure-2(b), 
26

O is found to be bound by  

MeV (with the USDB) and by  MeV (with the WPN), in disagreement with experiment, while 
28

O is found to be unbound by  MeV (with the USDB) and by  MeV (with the WPN), in 

agreement with experiment. In Figure-2(c), MSDI predicts 
26

O to be bound by  MeV, in 

disagreement with experiment, and 
28

O to be unbound by  MeV, in agreement with experiment 

while KUOSD predicts both 
26

O and 
28

O to be bound by  and  MeV, respectively, which is 
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in disagreement with experiment. It is obvious from Figure-2 that our I2 interaction predicts nearly 

similar results for 
26

O and 
28

O as those of USDB and WPN interactions. It also offers results for 

oxygen isotopes better than those of MSDI and KUOSD interactions. 

  

Figure 3- Excitation energy of first-excited states in even-even neutron rich oxygen isotopes. 

Black circles are the experimental values of 
18

O [22], 
20

O [23], 
22

O [23] 
24

O [3] and 
26

O [24]. Green 

triangles and Red squares are, correspondingly, those obtained with: (a) our I1 and I2 ,(b) USDB and 

WPN, and (c) MSDI and KUOSD interactions. 

 

      Figure-3 reveals the excitation energy for the first-excited states in even-even neutron rich 

oxygen isotopes. In Figures-3(a), 3(b) and 3(c), the experimental excitation energy of  states in 
18

O 

[22], 
20

O [23], 
22

O [23], 
24

O [3] and 
26

O [24] (displayed as black circles) are compared with those 

obtained via (I1 and I2) interactions, empirical interactions (USDB and WPN), and theoretical 

interactions (MSDI and KUOSD), respectively. It is known from experiment that the excitation 

energy of the first-excited  state in even-even nuclei suddenly increases at the magic number. This 

property gives a strong indicator for the magic number. The doubly magic behavior of 
22

O was first 

specified by the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University [24] 

where the  state was detected at 3.199 MeV, which is nearly twice that in the neighboring  

and 12 nuclei, specifying the existence of the shell gap at . It is evident from this figure that 

our I2 interaction (red squares in Figure-3(a)) and empirical interactions of USDB and WPN (Figure- 

3(b)) identify the presence of the shell gap at  and then prove the doubly magic behavior of 
22

O. Our I1 interaction (green triangles in Figure-3(a)) and the theoretical interactions of MSDI and 

KUOSD (Figure-3(c)) fail to classify the shell gap at  and consequently fail to describe the 

doubly magic behavior of 
22

O. The nonappearance of any excited states that are bound to γ decay for 
24

O detected in experiments at GANIL [23] suggest that its first excited state lies above the neutron 

separation energy of 3.6 ± 0.3 MeV. In general, the nucleus of 
24

O has exciting properties because it 

lies on the neutron drip line and it has quite large neutron separation energy. The lower limit of 3.6 

MeV for a bound excited state indicates a doubly magic property. The excitation energies for the  

states are 5.066 MeV (with I1 interaction), 4.477 MeV (with I2 interaction), 5.042 MeV (with USDB 

interaction), 4.180 MeV (with WPN interaction) and 4.589 MeV (with KUOSD interaction). These 

excitation energies are, in agreement with experiment, above the neutron separation energy of 
24

O, 

which indicate a doubly magic nature of 
24

O. As the excitation energy for  state obtained with 

MSDI interaction (2.157 MeV) lies below the neutron separation energy of 
24

O, the MSDI interaction 

fails to classify the doubly magic property of 
24

O. Review to Figure-3 shows that our I2 interaction 

provides nearly the same result as those of USDB and WPN interaction. Moreover, it also provides 

results for all nuclei under study better than those of MSDI and KUOSDI interactions. 
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Figure 4- Ground-state binding energy of the oxygen isotopes as a function of the mass number. 

Black circles are the experimental values taken from [19]. Green triangles and Red squares are, 

correspondingly, those obtained with: (a) our I1and I2, (b) USDB and WPN, and (c) MSDI and 

KUOSD interactions. 

 

      Figure- 4 shows the ground-state binding energies for the neutron rich oxygen isotopes 
18–28

O. The 

experimental values [19] (denoted by black circles) are compared with those of our I1 and I2 

interactions Figure-4(a), empirical interactions of USDB and WPN (Figure-4(b)) and theoretical 

interactions of MSDI and KUOSD (Figure- 4(c)). Our predicted results Figure- 4(a) obtained with our 

I1 interaction are in agreement with the data at  and in disagreement with the data at 

 while those predicted with our I2 interaction are in very well agreement with the data at 

 and in reasonable agreement with the data at  Moreover, the deviation 

between our predicted ground-state binding energies for oxygen isotopes 
18–28

O and those of the 

experimental data is noticeably reduced in the calculations of the I2 interaction as compared with 

those of I1 interaction. The computed results by USDB and WPN interactions Figure- 4(b) are in very 

good agreement with the experimental data of all considered oxygen isotopes 
18–28

O. The computed 

results by the MSDI interaction (green triangles in Figure-4(c)) are in poor agreement with the 

experimental data while those computed by the KUOSD interaction (red squares in Figure- 4(c)) are 

in agreement with the data at  and in disagreement with the data at  

Inspection to Figure-4 shows that the calculated ground state binding energies with our I2 interaction, 

which are very close to those of empirical interactions of USDB and WPN, are better describing the 

data of all considered oxygen isotopes than those of MSDI and KUOSD. It is important to point out 

that empirical interactions provide results are in better agreement with experiment than ours or 

anybody else. 

    Energy spectra of neutron rich 
18-27

O isotopes accomplished by our interactions (I1 and I2), 

empirical interactions (USDB and WPN) and theoretical interactions (MSDI and KUOSD) are 

displayed and compared with experiment in Figure-4. 

     Figure-5 demonstrates the low-lying energy spectrum of 
18

O. Here, the ordering of the 

experimental  and  excited states is properly predicted by I1, I2, MSDI and WPN 

interactions, where the excited state  is not seen in the MSDI spectrum because it lies above the 6 

MeV. The ordering of the experimental  and   and  excited states is correctly reproduced 

(reversed) by USDB and KUOSD interactions. This figure shows that the spectrum evaluated by I1 is 

compressed compared with  
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Figure 5- Comparison between experimental low lying energy spectrum of 

18
O and those calculated 

with our I1 and I2 interactions, empirical USDB and WPN interactions, and theoretical MSDI and 

KUOSD interactions. The experimental data are taken from [22]. 

 

that of I2 and experiment. The experimental excitation energies of   (1.981 MeV) and  (3.554 

MeV) are very well characterized by USDB, slightly underestimated by KUOSD and slightly 

overestimated by WPN. For I2 and MSDI, the calculated excitation energies of  are higher than the 

experimental value by about 0.409 MeV while those of  are in astonishing agreement with the 

experiment. The experimental excitation energy of  (3.637 MeV) is very well predicted by I2 and 

over predicted by the rest of interactions whereas that of  (3.919 MeV) is very good explained by I2 

and KUOSD and over predicted by USDB, WPN and MSDI. The experimental excitation energy of 

 (5.379 MeV), which is not shown in the spectrum WPN, is very well described by I2, USDB and 

MSDI while in KUOSD is reasonably described. 

     Figure-6 displays the low-lying energy spectrum of 
19

O. In this figure, the sequence of 

experimental excited states is suitably predicted by I1 but the state  which lies at 1.634 MeV, is 

too low compared with experiment (3.154 MeV). The sequence of observed states is appropriately 

conjectured by I2, USDB and WPN interactions with the exception that the state  is reversed with 

the state  The sequence of experimental states is correctly (not correctly) reproduced by MSDI 

(KUOSD) interaction. Again, the spectrum formed with I1 is compressed compared with that of I2 and 

experiment. In the case of I2 and MSDI, the states  are considerably over predicted and the states 

 are reasonably under predicted  
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Figure 6- Same as in Figure-5 but for 

19
O. The experimental data are taken from [25]. 

 

     while the other states, which are above 2.3 MeV, are in very good agreement with experiment. 

Excitation energies calculated by USDB and WPN interactions are in good agreement with 

experiment. Excitation energies obtained by KUOSD are in poor agreement with experiment. Besides, 

the ground state binding energy evaluated with KUOSD is found to be  instead of  in 

disagreement with experiment. 

     Figure-7 reveals the low-lying energy spectrum of 
20

O. The interactions of I2, USDB and WPN 

suitably expect the sequence of the first three excited states (  and  and reverse it for the 

states  and  The interaction of MSDI rightly forecasts the sequence of the low lying energy 

spectrum and reverse it for the states  and  It is noticeable that both I1 and KUOSD interactions 

do not truly predict the sequence of the low lying states, i.e. they reverse the sequence for the states 

 and  and also reverse it for the states  and . In general, the excitation energies calculated by 

USDB and WPN interactions are in a satisfactory description with those of experimental data while 

those calculated by I2, MSDI interaction are in reasonable agreement with the data. For the spectra 

produced by I1 and KUOSD interactions, the states are bunched above 2 and 3 MeV, respectively but 

the excitation energy of the  states are in agreement with experiment. 

      Figure-8 shows the low-lying energy spectrum of 
21

O. In this figure, the sequence of states is 

correctly reproduced by I1. The sequence of states is also rightly conjectured by I2, USDB and WPN 

interactions with the exception that the state  is reversed with the state  The series of states 

obtained by MSDI interaction is analogous to those obtained by USDB and WPN interactions with the 

exception that  
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Figure 7- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
20

O. The experimental data are taken from [23]. 

 

Figure 8- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
21

O. The experimental data are taken from [23]. 

 

     the state  is seen at 2.139 MeV, which is slightly below to the state  The sequence of 

states obtained by KUOSD interaction is also correctly reproduced with the exception that the ground 
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state is  instead of the state  The experimental excitation energies are very well forecasted 

by I2, USDB and WPN interactions and under predicted by both the MSDI and KUOSD interactions. 

The spectrum obtained by I1 is compacted compared to I2 and experiment. 

 

 

Figure 9- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
22

O. The experimental data are taken from [23]. 

 

     Figure-9 presents the low-lying energy spectrum of 
22

O. Here, the ordering of energy levels is 

appropriately predicted by I2, USDB, WPN, MSDI and KUOSD interactions with the exception that 

the level  is seen in place of the level  In the case of I1 interaction, the ordering of levels is not 

correctly predicted because the level  ( ) is reversed with the level  ( )  Excitation energies 

evaluated by I2, USDB and WPN interactions agree well with experiment but the WPN interaction 

gives more exact result for the excitation energies than I2 and USDB or the other interactions. For the 

spectra formed by I1, MSDI and KUOSD interactions, the energy levels are too compressed compared 

with experiment. 

     Figure-10 exhibits the low-lying energy spectrum of 
23

O. It is clear the assembling of the observed 

low lying states is accurately foreseen via all considered interactions. The observed energy level of  

 (2.70 MeV) is very well predicted by I2, USDB and WPN interactions and considerably 

underestimated by I1, MSDI and KUOSD interactions. The observed energy level of  (4.00 

MeV) is quite well predicted by USDB interaction, underestimated by WPN, KUOSD, I1 and I2 

interactions, and considerably underestimated by MSDI interaction. However, the observed low lying 

energy spectrum of 
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Figure 10- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
23

O. The experimental data are taken from [26] and [27]. 

 
     23

O is very well described by USDB and reasonably characterized by WPN, KUOSD, I1 and I2 

interactions. In the case of MSDI interaction, the energy levels are bunched compared with those of 

observed data. 

     Figure-11 exposes the low-lying energy spectrum of 
24

O. Here, the sequence of the observed low 

lying states is precisely predicted in terms of I1, USDB, WPN, MSDI and KUOSD interactions. In the 

case of I2 interaction, the sequence of observed states is also correctly predicted but the state  

comes in between the states  and  The observed excited state of   (4.790 MeV) is well 

predicted by I1, I2, USDB and KUOSD interactions, reasonably under predicted by WPN interaction 

and noticeably under predicted by MSDI interaction. The observed excited state of   (5.370 MeV) 

is very good predicted by I1, I2, WPN and KUOSD interactions, reasonably over predicted by USDB 

interaction and noticeably under predicted by MSDI interaction. The observed energy spectrum of 
24

O 

is well explained by I1, I2, KUOSD, USDB and WPN interactions and not well explained by MSDI 

interaction. In this figure, the spins and parity in 
24

O of a number of excited states around 7.5 MeV are 

predicted by I1, I2, USDB, WPN, MSDI and KUOSD interactions and accordingly shed light on the 

experiment [7]. 

     Figure-12 exemplifies the low-lying energy spectrum of 
25

O. In this figure, similar ordering of 

levels is found between the spectra of USDB and WPN interactions as well as among the spectra of I1, 

I2, MSDI and KUOSD interactions. It is noticed that the low-lying energy spectrum obtained via 

USDB interaction is higher, by an energy shift of about 0.8 MeV, than that of WPN interaction. 

Energy levels of MSDI are 

more compressed while those of KUOSD are more spread and thus become closer in magnitude to 

those of USDB. Excitation energies obtained by I2 are very close in magnitude to those of WPN. 

Energy levels above the state  in I1 interaction are very close in magnitude to those of USDB. 
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Figure 11- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
24

O. The experimental data are taken from [3] and [7]. 

 

     Figure-13 illustrates the low-lying energy spectrum of 
26

O. The experimental sequence of low 

lying states is correctly predicted by all considered interactions. The newly observed excitation energy 

of   [24] is very well predicted by I1 (1.163 MeV) and over predicted by the rest 

of considered interactions. The interactions of I1, I2 and WPN give nearly similar excitation energy for 

the  state. Also, the interactions of USDB and KUOSD provide approximately the same values of 

excitation energy for the  state. 

     Figure-14 shows the low-lying energy spectrum of 
27

O. In this figure, similar ordering of energy 

levels is obtained by all considered interactions. It is seen that the low-lying energy spectrum 

established by USDB interaction is higher, by an energy shift of about 0.85 MeV, than that of WPN 

interaction. As the energy levels of MSDI are compressed, we see those of KUOSD are more spread 

and then nearer in magnitude to those of I1 interaction. Moreover, the spectrum produced by I2 is very 

close to that obtained by WPN. 
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Figure 12- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
25

O. 

 

 

 

Figure 13- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
26

O. The experimental data are taken from [24]. 
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Figure 14- Same as in Figure-5 but for 
27

O. 

  

Conclusions 

     Generally, our modified interaction predicts well the ordering of levels, ground state binding 

energies and low lying energy spectra for all oxygen 
18-28

O isotopes. Our modified interaction 

confirms the location of the neutron drip line at  and also identifies the presence of the shell 

gap at  and  which proves the doubly magic behavior of 
22

O and 
24

O. Additionally, it 

predicts 
26

O to be bound (in disagreement with experiment) and 
28

O to be unbound (in agreement with 

experiment). It is noticed that the calculated results gained with our modified interaction, which are 

very close to those gained with the USDB and WPN interaction, are better than those gained with 

MSDI and KUOSD interactions. 
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